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10826 Staff of Fire Weapons MMH 98-5516 Elric_Melnibone 2009-06-06

Please note: This mod was transferred from
Gamer's Roam after the site's closure. No

information was included, so this note containing
some basic information about the mod has been

added as a courtesy to mod users. ------------------- ...

10476 Dead Elric v2.0 Weapons MMH 98-15079 Elric_Melnibone 2013-12-04

This file contains the Stormbringer sword, Elric's
Clothes of Strength and Elric's Ring of Levitate.

'Stormbringer' was made by using a Daedric
Claymore that has been lightened to 50 lbs and

given the speed of a Daedric Dai-Katana (1.35). I
also made the stats better than Chrysamere

mostly on pur...

10475 Dead Elric v1.0 Weapons MMH 98-15078 Elric_Melnibone 2013-12-04

This file contains the Stormbringer sword, Elric's
Clothes of Strength and Elric's Ring of Levitate.

'Stormbringer' was made by using a Daedric
Claymore that has been lightened to 50 lbs and

given the speed of a Daedric Dai-Katana (1.35). I
also made the stats better than Chrysamere

mostly on pur...

8412 BLACK Domina
Texture

Models
and

Textures
MMH 56-5761 Elric_Melnibone 2011-10-04

These files *REPLACE* the texture files from the
FemmDominaArmor Plugin which is itself based
on the official "LeFemm Armor Plugin 1.1" from
Bethesda Softworks. In order to use these files,

you must FIRST download and install the
FemmDominaArmor which you can get here:

www.elricm.com...

5534 Black Leather Boots
v1.0 Clothing MMH 21-5818 Elric_Melnibone 2011-10-06

This little mod adds two different types of leather
boots to your game. A heavy leather pair based
on the Dark Brotherhood boots from Tribunal,

and a pair of black leather boots using the
Daedric leather as a skin. The Black Leather

Boots are under the bed in Caius Cossades house
in Balmora. The ...

3150 Melnibonean Race v2 Races MMH 70-14934 Elric_Melnibone 2013-08-27

This is a mod that adds a new playable race
based on the ancient warrior empire of

Melnibone from the Michael Moorcock series,
Elric of Melnibone. Plus 4 new characters are
added, 3 males and one female. The males are
based on the characters, Elric of Melnibone, a

Melnibonean Dragon Master (Dyvim...

1920 Patrick Stewart v1.0 Heads and
Hair MMH 42-5820 Elric_Melnibone 2011-10-06

This is Patrick Stewart with the familiar Jean Luc
Picard look and as King Henry II of England from
the movie "Lion in Winter" with Glenn Close. For
Henry, I've added a hair mesh from Gorg that I've
modified for more curls in the front and side and
remapped and textured for waviness. Mr. Stewart

...

1673 Melnibonean Face
Pak 1 v1.0

Heads and
Hair MMH 42-5819 Elric_Melnibone 2011-10-06

Intro: This Mod will add new faces and hair styles
to the Nord and Imperial races. These faces are

based on those included in the Melnibonean race
mod. Now you can chose these faces without

having to play as a Melnbonean. ### PLEASE
NOTE ### If you choose the Long Red hairstyle

with th...

1591 Long Braided
Ponytail v1.0

Heads and
Hair MMH 42-3226 Elric_Melnibone 2009-05-12

This is the long braid hairpiece originally
released by Gorg. I've taken his mesh and

retextured it. The hairpiece is avaliable in Black
and Medium Brown (shown). The EM_Angelina

mod has been updated to include this new
hairpiece with the two colors. This is the

standalone version of t...

1149 Femm Domina Armor
v1.2 Armor MMH 4-14662 Elric_Melnibone 2013-04-25

This new armor set is based on the LeFemm
Armor plugin from Bethesda Softworks. The stats
and characteristics of the Domina Leather armor

in the official MOD have been altered to be
exactly the same as GLASS armor. Why should

the ladies download a cool new looking armor set
that won?t be used ver...
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1084 EM_G_Adamantium
v2.0 Armor MMH 4-15081 Elric_Melnibone 2013-12-04

This mod contains the Gold Adamantium Armor
set for the male warrior. The Gold set is

approximately halfway between in stats from the
default Adamantium armor and Daedric armor.

These files are mod'ded versions of the
Adamantium Armor by Bethesda Softworks Find

the small island in the ...

1083 EM_B_Adamantium
v2.0 Armor MMH 4-15080 Elric_Melnibone 2013-12-04

This mod contains the Black Adamantium Armor
set for the male warrior. The Black set is

approximately halfway between in stats from the
default Adamantium armor and Daedric armor.

These files are mod'ded versions of the
Adamantium Armor by Bethesda Softworks

***NOTE***: This plugin *re...

641 Black Adamantium
Armor Set v2.0 Armor MMH 4-5816 Elric_Melnibone 2011-10-06

This mod contains the Black Adamantium Armor
set for the male warrior. The Black set is

approximately halfway between in stats from the
default Adamantium armor and Daedric armor.

These files are mod'ded versions of the
Adamantium Armor by Bethesda Softworks Find

the small island in th...

390 Angelina Jolie v1.2 Heads and
Hair MMH 42-3230 Elric_Melnibone 2009-05-12

I've tried to capture the look of everyone's
favorite Tomb Raider including that fantastic

mouth of hers. She can be selected as a Breton,
Imperial or Nord. I would go with Imperial for
her, but it's your choice. This face mod comes

with two hairpieces, variations (mods) of
hairpieces originally ...

287 Adrian Paul v1.0 Heads and
Hair MMH 42-3304 Elric_Melnibone 2009-05-12

The Highlander! Adrian Paul from the TV series,
Highlander who was also paired with Connor
MacLeod in the last Highlander movie. Adrian

may be selected as a Breton, Imperial or Nord. I
would go with Breton since a Breton face mesh
was used, but it's your choice. This face mod

comes with a new hai...

280
Adamantium Black
Armor Recolored

Textures
Armor MMH 4-15091 Elric_Melnibone 2013-12-05

These files *REPLACE* the texture files from the
Black Adamantium Plugin

EM_B_Adamantium.ZIP. Some preferred a deeper
black color.


